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Abstract Temporal fluctuations of cognitively-mediated
behaviors in minimally conscious state (MCS) have been
linked to changes of awareness, but the time-pattern of
these variations remains ill-described. We analyzed 4-h
EEG recordings from 12 patients with disorders of con-
sciousness (6 MCS and 6 vegetative state/unresponsive
wakefulness syndrome, VS/UWS). Relative powers (delta,
theta, alpha, beta1 and beta2 bands) and spectral entropy
were estimated (Fz, Cz and Pz derivations). Spectral
entropy time-courses were then analyzed. MCS patients
had higher theta and alpha and lower delta power when
compared to VS/UWS. They showed higher spectral
entropy mean value and higher time variability. MCS
patients were characterized by spectral entropy fluctuations
with periodicities of 70 min (range 57–80 min). Notably,
these periodicities closely resemble those described in
awake healthy subjects, which were hypothesized to be
related to fluctuation in vigilance/attention. No significant
periodicity was observed for VS/UWS. The spectral
entropy periodicity found in MCS patients could reflect the
fluctuation of awareness responsible for the inconsistency
of MCS manifestation of cognitively-mediated behaviors.
The presence of a 70 min periodicity in spectral entropy
could permit clinicians to better choose their time-window
when performing a clinical assessment of consciousness. It
could also permit to monitor fluctuations in cognitive
performance (i.e., response to command) during comple-
mentary testing by passive or active electrophysiological or
functional neuroimaging paradigms or in resting state
conditions.
Keywords Disorders of consciousness, DOC  EEG
spectral entropy  Awareness temporal fluctuations 
Minimally conscious state, MCS  Vegetative state/
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Introduction
Clinicians and scientists have been investigating ways to
better characterize residual brain function and more accu-
rately diagnose disorders of consciousness. Among those,
patients with vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome, VS/UWS, [1], retain eyes-opening but demon-
strate no behavioral signs of awareness. In contrast,
patients in minimally conscious state, MCS, [2], are char-
acterized by fluctuating and inconsistent but reproducible
cognitively-mediated behaviors, i.e., non-reflex behavior
(MCS minus) or response to command (MCS plus, [3]).
While these inconsistencies have been often linked to
temporal fluctuations of vigilance/awareness [4–6], to the
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best of our knowledge, no one has investigated the pattern
over time of such fluctuations.
The principal aim of this study is to elucidate whether
these fluctuations have a random time-evolution or they
rather evolve with a specific periodicity. A clarification of
this issue would not only lead to a more detailed charac-
terization of Minimally Conscious State but, more impor-
tantly, could be crucial for establishing a proper timing for
performing behavioral assessments; such assessments
would be thus performed during the identified maximum
vigilance/awareness periods, ruling out those inconsisten-
cies that render a correct disorders of consciousness diag-
nosis so challenging and possibly reducing the percentage
of misdiagnosis (which is estimated at about 40 % [7]).
At present, the gold standard tool for the diagnosis of
disorders of consciousness in severely brain-injured
patients is the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised, CRS-R,
[8, 9]. More specifically, criteria for the diagnosis of MCS
minus or plus are based on evidence of non-reflex behavior
(i.e., visual pursuit, localization to pain) or response to
command respectively [3]. These awareness-related
behaviors must be reproducible and last for an appropriate
time-period to be considered significant for a MCS diag-
nosis. The clinical assessment of a patient’s level of con-
sciousness thus depends on inferences drawn from the
observations of her/his behaviors, be they spontaneous or
in response to specific requests. A major challenge in the
behavioral assessment is that the patient’s response may be
affected not only by possible sensory deficits, aphasia or
motor dysfunctions but also, as anticipated in the previous
paragraph, by fluctuating levels of awareness/vigilance,
which may result in an underestimation of the patient’s
cognitive capacity, leading to a misclassification of her/his
clinical condition. The timing of the clinical assessment is
therefore crucial for a correct assessment of the patient’s
residual cognitive abilities. At present, it is recognized that
the absence of clinical signs of conscious behaviors per se
cannot be taken as definitive proof of the absence of con-
sciousness [10, 11]. Based on this evidence, the bedside
behavioral evaluation has been integrated with comple-
mentary electrophysiology or neuroimaging-based
approaches (i.e., positron emission tomography, functional
MRI and EEG) with the aim of improving the diagnostic
accuracy [12, 13]. Such ancillary assessments allow
studying the brain responses at rest, during sensory stimuli
and active tasks (such as mental imagery). But also here,
fluctuations in vigilance can bias the observed results and
lead to possible false negative findings [5]. A better
understanding and monitoring of the temporal fluctuations
of vigilance and awareness in patients with disorders of
consciousness is hence highly needed.
Recent studies have shown that EEG spectral entropy is
a reliable correlate of the level of consciousness both in
non-clinical (sleep [14]), and clinical (anesthesia [15] and
disorders of consciousness [16]) set-ups. Entropy quantifies
the irregularity, complexity, or unpredictability of a signal;
spectral entropy in particular gives an estimation of the
uniformity of a signal’s power spectral distribution: in
general all conditions of low or absent consciousness are
characterized, at the EEG level, by stereotyped signals
yielding thus a low spectral entropy, whereas signals
associated with full consciousness display a high degree of
complexity (and a higher spectral entropy).
We employ long-duration (4-h) EEG recordings to
capture both static but, more importantly, dynamic EEG
features characterizing patients in MCS as compared to
VS/UWS. We here investigate group-level and single-
subject differences in a cohort of 12 patients with disorders
of consciousness (6 MCS and 6 VS/UWS) assessing dif-
ferences in (1) relative power in five frequency bands of
interest (i.e., delta, theta, alpha, beta1 and beta2), (2)
spectral entropy (i.e., mean and variability coefficients) and
(3) spectral entropy fluctuations periodicity over time.
Methods
Patients
Twelve individuals diagnosed with disorders of con-
sciousness were included in the study. Six patients had a
diagnosis of MCS (three MCS plus) and six of VS/UWS
based on CRS-R assessment [3, 8]; the patients population
had an age of 49 ± 5 (mean ± standard error), three were
females. Seven patients had traumatic and five non-trau-
matic etiologies. They were studied without sedative
medication in a sub-acute or a chronic setting (i.e. more
than 2 weeks after brain injury, time since insult was
69 ± 17 days, mean ± standard error). EEG patterns of all
subjects were devoid of continuous epileptiform activity,
suppression or bust-suppression patterns. All patients were
assessed in their usual clinical environment (i.e., nursing
homes or rehabilitation hospitals). CRS-R assessments
were performed by trained neuropsychologists on the day
of the EEG recording as well as 2 days before and 2 days
after. A further criterion for the inclusion of patients in the
study was the stability over time of their clinical diagnosis
(agreement between the three CRS-R assessments) as,
given the small sample size, the reliability of the diagnosis
was a crucial factor for ensuring the significance of the
observed findings. The CRS-R has six subscales, including
auditory, visual, motor and oromotor/verbal functions,
communication, and level of arousal. Scoring is based on
the presence or absence of specific behavioral responses to
sensory stimuli. Clinical and demographical details of each
patient are reported in Table 1 (the CRS-R scores reported
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in the table refer to the assessment performed on the day of
the EEG recording). The study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of
Lie`ge, and written informed consent was obtained from the
patients’ legal representatives. EEG sleep recordings from
9 patients (4 MCS and 5 VS/UWS, see Table 1) have been
published elsewhere [17].
EEG recordings
The polygraphic recordings were performed using a
V-Amp16 amplifier (Brain Products, Germany). Signals
from twelve electroencephalographic (EEG) electrodes
placed according to the 10-20 system (F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz,
C4, T3, P3, Pz, P4, Oz) were acquired, along with chin
electromyography (EMG), and electro-oculography signals
(EOG in crossed montage). Eleven recordings lasted for
24 h starting at 5:30 pm (see Cologan et al., 2013, [17])
and one lasted for 16 h (starting at 5:30 p.m.). All signals
were acquired referenced to the nasion with a sampling rate
of 500 Hz and impedances were kept below 5 kX at the
start of the recordings. We retained and analyzed only the
first 4 h of recordings (5:30–9:30 p.m.) both to have a good
and stable signal quality (as the impedance of channels
gradually increased over time), which is a mandatory
condition for a reliable evaluation of spectral entropy (note
that a random noise time series would yield by definition
the highest spectral entropy), and because patients in the
first 4 h were prevalently in an eyes-open condition, as
verified by visual inspection from the clinicians (rooms
lights were switched-off at about 10:30 pm). The
prevalence of the eyes-open condition (i.e. eye blinks) and
the absence of relevant markers of NREM sleep, both
related to the EEG (i.e., spindles, K-complexes and Sleep
Slow Oscillations), to the EOG (disappearance/and or
reduction of eye movements) and to the EMG (disappear-
ance or consistent lowering of muscular activity) were
confirmed by signals’ offline visual inspection. Two sub-
jects yielding sufficiently noise-free traces for all the
recording time (at least when considering Fz derivation),
were selected for a proof-of-concept 24 h analysis (patients
MCS3 and VS/UWS5).
Signal pre-processing
All the analyses were performed in Matlab (Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA). EEG, EMG and EOG signals were
band-pass filtered between 1 and 45 Hz. The filters were
applied on signals both in the forward and reverse direc-
tions to avoid time biases, and each recording was seg-
mented into 4 s consecutive epochs. Epochs where the
voltage range (peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal) of
either EEG or EOG channels exceeded 100 lV were
excluded from the analysis. EEG traces were then visually
scanned, and epochs contaminated by residual artifacts
were discarded.
It is worth underlining that all the EEG recordings,
regardless of the CRS-R classification of the specific
patient, were highly contaminated by muscular artifacts.
Even if noisy epochs were removed by visual inspection,
an influence of electromyographic activity on the EEG
features could still not be entirely ruled out. In order to
Table 1 Clinical details of patients included in the study
Patient ID Age Gender Time since insult (days) Etiology Coma recovery scale-
revised sub-scores
MCS1c 48 M 43 Non-traumatic (CVA) A3a V5a M5a OV2 C1a W2
MCS2 36 M 163 Traumatic A0 V3a M0 OV1 C0 W2
MCS3b,c 16 F 25 Traumatic A3a V4a M2 OV1 C0 W2
MCS4b,c 53 M 62 Traumatic A2 V3a M2 OV2 C1a W2
MCS5 62 M 111 Non-traumatic (Anoxia) A0 V3a M2 OV1 C0 W2
MCS6 31 F 44 Non-traumatic (CVA) A2 V3a M2 OV2 C0 W2
UWS/VS1 62 M 35 Non-traumatic (CVA) A0 V1 M0 OV1 C0 W2
UWS/VS2 54 M 16 Non-traumatic (anoxia) A1 V0 M1 OV1 C0 W2
UWS/VS3 74 F 15 Traumatic A0 V0 M1 OV1 C0 W1
UWS/VS4b 32 M 186 Traumatic A0 V1 M1 OV1 C0 W2
UWS/VS5 61 M 119 Non-traumatic (anoxia) A1 V1 M2 OV1 C0 W2
UWS/VS6 61 M 15 Non-traumatic (encephalitis) A0 V1 M2 OV1 C0 W2
A auditory, V visual, M motor, OV oromotor/verbal functions, C communication, W level of wakefulness [8]
a Scores fulfilling MCS criteria
b Patients not included in the study of Cologan et al. [17]
c MCS plus diagnosis
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ensure the robustness of the presented findings, all the
analyses were conducted only for midline derivations (Fz,
Cz and Pz), which among the EEG channels were the less
contaminated by EMG artifacts (as verified by a visual
inspection of the EEG traces pertaining to each patient). Oz
was excluded from the analyses as its signal quality was
already poor after 1 h of recording for most of the patients:
the recordings were performed at bedside and the contin-
uous friction of the scalp on the pillow caused by head
movements resulted either in a fast degradation of the
scalp-electrode contact (with progressively higher contact
impedance) or in a fluctuating contact which caused high-
voltage sweeps on the EEG trace. To further ensure that
differences between the two groups of patients were due to
their brain electrical activity and not to difference in
muscle activity or movement, the analyses performed on
the EEG were replicated also for the chin EMG signal. The
rationale of this approach stands on the following: if the
same putative difference between MCS and VS/UWS
patients found for a feature extracted from the EEG signal
was also found on the same feature extracted from the
EMG, this would cast doubt on the cortical origin of the
EEG finding. If on the other hand, no difference was found
for the EMG signal, this supports the cortical origin of the
observed result. As a last precaution, to avoid as much as
possible any contamination of EMG activity on EEG data,
both beta2 band activity and spectral entropy were esti-
mated by choosing an upper frequency limit of 25 Hz
instead of the classical 30 Hz.
Between-group statistical analysis
Differences in gender and etiology (traumatic versus non-
traumatic) were assessed using Fisher-exact test. All other
between-group statistical analyses (including differences in
age and time since insult) were conducted calculating their
t-values from unpaired t-tests; for each between-group
comparison, the p-value was estimated applying a ran-
domization test on the t-value [18] as, given the small
sample size, no reliable assumption could be made on the
distributions’ shapes. Five hundred random relabeling of
the patients were made, assigning within each randomiza-
tion one or more patients of the former group to the latter
one and vice versa, under the null-hypothesis of no sig-
nificant difference between the two groups. For each ran-
domization, the t-value related to the unpaired t-test was
estimated. At the end of the procedure, a distribution of t-
values under the null-hypothesis of no between-groups
significant differences was obtained. The test significance
was then estimated as the ratio between the number of
randomly generated t-values exceeding the real one (all t-
values were taken in absolute value for two-tails signifi-
cance assessment) and the total number of randomizations.
Descriptive statistics of each feature (unless otherwise
stated) were expressed by the distribution mean and its
95 % confidence interval (the confidence interval was
estimated on the basis of 500 bootstraps of the original
dataset). This procedure was applied for all the statistical
tests described in the manuscript (with the exception of
Fisher-exact tests).
Signal analysis
As a first step, we verified that both the number of retained
epochs and the mean time distance between consecutive
epochs (the distance was computed between the beginnings
of the retained contiguous epochs) were consistent when
comparing the MCS to the VS/UWS group.
For each patient, channel (EEG or EMG) and epoch,
both the total and relative powers in five bands of interest
were extracted: delta (1–3.75 Hz), theta (4–7.75 Hz), alpha
(8–11.75 Hz), beta1 (12–17.75 Hz) and beta2
(18–24.75 Hz). For each channel and epoch, the Power
Spectral Density was estimated by applying a Hamming-
windowed Fast Fourier Transform, and the relative power
in each band was obtained as the ratio between the total
power in the band and that in the 1–25 Hz range.
The spectral entropy was thus defined as
se ¼ 
PK
k¼1 Pfk log2 Pfk
 
log2 K
; 1 Hz fk 25 Hz,
Pfk denoting the normalized power spectral density at the fk
frequency.
The retained 4 s epochs were then grouped into 5 min
consecutive intervals, and both for the total and relative
band powers and for spectral entropy mean, standard
deviation and coefficient of variation (Cv = r/l), the val-
ues related to each interval were estimated by averaging
the epoch values pertaining to each interval, thus obtaining
48 time samples for each parameter.
Features of interest were then grouped in four datasets
(Fz, Cz and Pz and EMG). Differences between MCS and
VS/UWS groups were assessed for each feature by calcu-
lating its t-value (unpaired t-test); the t-value significance
was evaluated using the randomization approach explained
in the ‘‘Between-group statistical analysis’’ section.
If needed (i.e. if at least one of the tests related to the
dataset was significant), the significance of tests pertaining to
the dataset were corrected applying the False Discovery
Rate, FDR, [19], with the aim of controlling type I error rate.
For each patient the time series of (1) spectral entropy
(Fz, Cz and Pz); (2) log-transformed delta, theta, alpha,
beta1 and beta2 total power (Fz channel); (3) log-trans-
formed EOG and EMG raw power (1–40 Hz) were col-
lected. It is worth underlining that for the latter series (and
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only referred to time series analyses), only 4 s epochs
affected by movement artifacts were discarded, retaining
thus muscular and eye activities. In line with spectral
entropy, EEG, EOG and EMG power time series were
obtained by grouping the retained 4 s epochs into 5 min
consecutive intervals.
Each time series was submitted to a wavelet analysis
with a Morlet basis to highlight the contribution of oscil-
lations at different scales/frequencies (i.e., with different
periodicities) to the series’ time-course (the sampling fre-
quency of the time-series being fs ¼ 1560 ¼ 0:033 Hz).
The number of wavelets cycles of the Morlet function
(x0) was set to 4 and kept constant at all scales. The
wavelets transform of a time-series xn at a scale s and time-
point n is estimated as the convolution of xn with a scaled
and translated version of the mother wavelet:








N = 48 is the number of time samples of the time series,
dt ¼ 1
fs
the time lapse between consecutive samples and *
indicates the complex conjugate operator. An approxima-
tion of the continuous wavelet transform can be obtained
performing the convolution of Eq. (1) N times for each
scale. Taking advantage of the Discrete Fourier Transform,
the N convolutions can be conducted simultaneously and
on the basis of the convolution theorem, the wavelet
transform can then be rewritten as:




 sxkð Þeixkndt ð2Þ
upper-case letters denoting the Discrete Fourier Transforms
of the functions and xk being the angular frequency. As the
Morlet basis is non-orthogonal, an arbitrary set of scales
can be used. Scales were then expressed as fractional
powers of two, in agreement with Torrence and Compo,
[20]: sj = s02
jdj, where j was chosen in order to cover the
scales (and corresponding frequencies) of interests; s0 was
set equal to 2dt to satisfy the condition on the equivalent
Fourier period (which must be C2dt) as the following
equation holds for x0 = 4:
T  1:52s ð3Þ
As empirically demonstrated by Torrence and Compo,
[20], the maximum value of dj giving an adequate sam-
pling in scale is of about 0.5; in the present study a finer
scale resolution was chosen setting dj = 0.1. Finally the
amplitude spectrum at a given frequency fi can be
expressed as:










or as a function of the corresponding period:
A Tið Þ ¼ Wn 1:52sið Þj j: ð5Þ
For easiness of interpretation, instead of referring to the
amplitude spectrum as a function of the oscillation fre-
quency (4), we will here refer to the amplitude spectrum as
a function of the oscillation period (5).
For each patient and feature, the mean amplitude spec-
trum distribution as a function of the period, was estimated
by averaging the amplitude spectrum along the 240 min
(48 samples) time window.
The spectral entropy time-series analysis for the two
selected 24 h recordings were performed with the same
approach described above (in this case 288 samples with a
time-step of 5 min were collected), starting from the visual
scoring performed on EEG, EOG and EMG traces which
aimed at the identification of NREM sleep epochs.
For each patient, the period corresponding to the oscil-
lation showing the maximum contribution to the spectral
distribution of Fz spectral entropy was extracted. The
corresponding oscillation in the time domain was then
computed by applying the inverse wavelet transform on the
wavelet coefficient related to the periodicity of interest. It
is worth underlining that each time-series was zero-padded
in order to resolve oscillations with periodicities up to
120 min.
For each feature and diagnostic group (MCS or VS/
UWS), the mean spectrum was calculated by averaging the
group patient’s spectra. For each feature and group, a
repeated measures ANOVA on the mean amplitude spec-
trum with periodicity as a within-subject factor (26 levels,
see Supplementary Material for the considered periodici-
ties) was conducted to verify whether oscillations with
different periodicities showed or not significantly different
amplitudes. The F-value significance was assessed on the
basis of 500 randomizations. Whenever a significant peri-
odicity effect was found, the significance of the periodicity
distribution’s peak was evaluated as follows: under the
null-hypothesis of no significant periodicity-effect, for each
patient, the spectral amplitude corresponding to one peri-
odicity could be randomly assigned to another periodicity.
Under this hypothesis, 500 surrogate 6-elements series
(corresponding to the 6 patients included in the group)
were created assigning for each patient a randomly chosen
value among those pertaining to his/her amplitude spec-
trum, to the peak periodicity and for each series the mean
value was calculated. The periodicity peak significance was
assessed by computing the ratio of mean values derived
from the surrogate series exceeding the real peak value,
and the total number of surrogates (500).
The peak periodicities of both Fz power in the five bands
of interest and of EMG and EOG power were then com-
pared to those found for Fz spectral entropy. For each
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patient, the time-courses of log-transformed EOG, EMG
and Fz bands powers were then correlated (Pearson’s
correlation) to the spectral entropy time-course, extracting
their respective r-values. Prior to correlation, each time-
course was tested for normality (Shapiro–Wilk test [21])
and as about 70 % of the distributions did not stand the
test, r-values’ significance was assessed performing ran-
domization tests on the r-statistics (500 permutations). The
estimated p-values were corrected applying the FDR
approach [19].
As a final step, CRS-R total scores were correlated
(Pearson’s correlation) to spectral entropy features (mean,
standard deviation, coefficient of variation and periodicity),
considering both the whole cohort of patients regardless of
their CRS-R diagnosis, and the single groups (MCS and
VS/UWS). r-values’ significances were again assessed by
using randomization tests on the r-statistics (500 permu-
tations) and when appropriate, FDR correction was applied.
Results
MCS did not differ from VS/UWS group either by age (41,
28–55 versus 57, 41–67 years, p\ 0.13), time since insult
(75, 43–131 versus 64, 22–136 days, p\ 0.76), gender or
etiology (p\ 1 for both) as apparent from Table 2. No
difference was observed between MCS and VS/UWS
patients either for the total number of retained EEG epochs
(p\ 0.52) or for the time distance between contiguous
epochs (p\ 0.27, see Table 2).
Band relative power
Relative power spectra of the Fz signal were computed for
each patient (Fig. 1 and Table A of Supplementary
Material). Delta power was higher for the VS/UWS when
compared to the MCS group (p\ 0.005) whereas theta,
alpha and beta1 bands showed higher power in the MCS
group as compared to the VS/UWS group (p\ 0.05,
p\ 0.005 and p\ 0.05 respectively, see Fig. 1 and
Table A of Supplementary Material). Analogous results
were obtained when considering relative power spectra of
Cz and Pz signals (Tables B, C of Supplementary Mate-
rial). For the latter channel, contrary to the formers, beta1
band showed only a tendency towards significance
(p\ 0.1). Two main reasons lead us to the choice of rel-
ative powers instead of total powers when dealing with
between-groups comparison:
– Rendering the analyses results consistent and compa-
rable to those of previously published studies [18, 19].
– When dealing with sparse electrode arrays (three
electrodes in our case), the positioning of the electrodes
is a crucial issue as it should be highly consistent
between subjects to obtain non-biased comparisons of
non-normalized powers (this becomes a minor issue
when using high-density electrode arrays).
Relative powers in delta, theta, alpha, beta1, beta2 bands
were estimated also for the EMG channel. No between-
groups difference was found for any of the considered
bands and consequently no FDR correction was applied, as
the minimum p-value found was p = 0.428 related to theta
band comparison (see Table D of Supplementary Material
for all other results), supporting the assumption that EEG
findings cannot be explained by between-groups differ-
ences in movement or muscle activity (note that the esti-
mation of relative power within delta and theta band was
carried out also for the EMG signal only for the sake of
completeness, as surface electromyographic activity has
Table 2 Descriptive statistics of each group are reported for age,
time since insult, number of retained epochs and time-distance
between consecutive epochs (mean and 95 % confidence interval) and
gender and etiology (number of patients per category). In the last
column, the results of the statistical analyses are reported
Features MCS VS/UWS Statistical analysis
Mean CI (95 %) Mean CI (95 %)
Age (years) 41 28–55 57 41–67 VS/UWS[MCS, p\ 0.130 (t = -1.840, t0.05 = 2.755).
Time since insult (days) 75 43–131 64 22–136 MCS[VS/UWS, p\ 0.752 (t = 0.285, t0.05 = 2.276).
Number of retained epochs 2451 1477–3185 2066 1561–2848 MCS[VS/UWS, p\ 0.512 (t = 0.642, t0.05 = 2.136)
Time-distance between contiguous
epochs (s)
6 4–10 7 5–10 VS/UWS[MCS, p\ 0.265 (t = -0.839, t0.05 = 1.733)
Number per category Number per category Fischer’s exact test
Gender 4 Males, 2 females 5 Males, 1 female p\ 1 (uncorrected)
Etiology 3 Traumatic, 3 non-
traumatic





negligible contributions at frequency lower than 10 Hz,
[17]).
Spectral entropy
The spectral entropy time-course was estimated for Fz, Cz
and Pz derivations and for the EMG channel with a time
step of 5 min. With regard to Fz, MCS mean spectral
entropy was higher than that of the VS/UWS group (0.680
versus 0.592, p\ 0.005, see Fig. 2 and Table A, Supple-
mentary Material). MCS patients had a higher standard
deviation and coefficient of variation when compared to the
VS/UWS group (0.016 and 0.024 for MCS, 0.004 and
0.007 for VS/UWS, p\ 0.005 for both tests). Analyses on
Cz and Pz channels confirmed the results obtained for Fz
(Tables B, C of Supplementary Material). When consid-
ering EMG-derived spectral entropy parameters, no dif-
ference was found between the two groups (the minimum
p-value found was p = 0.278); this result holds both for the
spectral entropy estimated between 1 and 25 Hz and for the
one estimated in the 10-25 Hz range, see Table D of
Supplementary Material).
Wavelet decomposition of spectral entropy
time-courses
For each patient, the time-courses of spectral entropies
were submitted to a wavelet analysis in order to identify, if
present, dominant oscillatory components (at different
frequencies/periods) contributing to their time-evolution.
Fig. 3 and 4a highlight how each MCS patient was char-
acterized by a dominant oscillatory component, MCS
periodicities ranging from 57 to 80 min. Results of the
wavelet decomposition were synthesized, for easiness of
interpretation, by computing the mean value across time
for each periodicity (Fig. 4a; Fig. A, B, Supplementary
Material).
For each patient, the oscillation corresponding to the
peak of the distribution was identified and its time-
course was estimated by applying the inverse wavelet
transform to its wavelet coefficient (Fig. 5; Fig. C of
Supplementary Material). All MCS patients had an
apparent main oscillation (i.e., the one contributing the
most to the spectral entropy time-course), which lasted
for the entire recording (4 h) with a period included in
the 53-80 min range (see Fig. 4, 5; Fig. A–C, Supple-
mentary Material).
On the other side, the VS/UWS group showed a higher
intra-group variability with small oscillations (ranging in
periodicity from 25 to 106 min). One VS/UWS patient
(VS/UWS1) did not show any peak in the 20–120 min
range. The same analyses were performed also for Cz and
Pz and yielded results in line with those found for Fz (see
Fig. A, B, Supplementary Material). MCS patients showed
main oscillations included in the 53–80 min range, whereas
the VS/UWS were still characterized by a high intra-group
variability with small oscillations (range 35–120 min both
for Cz and Pz). Of note, only one subject within the VS/
Fig. 1 Descriptive statistics of
relative powers (mean and 95 %
confidence interval) are
depicted for each band of
interest and each group. The
estimates refer to the Fz
derivation. Red arcs indicate
significance at p\ 0.005,
whereas black arcs significance
at p\ 0.05 (all the presented
p values are FDR-corrected)
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UWS group maintained comparable periodicities for the
three electrodes (33–37 min, VS/UWS3). On the other
side, subjects VS/UWS5 and 6 showed a periodicity in line
with that of compatible with those found in the MCS group
(around 55 min for the former both for Cz and Pz deriva-
tions, and 70 min for the latter, Cz electrode).
Fig. 2 Descriptive statistics of
spectral entropy measures for Fz
channel are presented. In the left
plot the means, in the central
plot the standard deviations and
in the right one the coefficients
of variation of respectively
MCS and UWS groups are
depicted. Red arcs denote
statistically significant
differences (p\ 0.005 after
FDR-correction). Black vertical
lines denote the 95 %
confidence interval on the mean
Fig. 3 The time-course of the Fz spectral entropy amplitude
spectrum (sa) is depicted for each subject, the x-axis identifying the
time-course (i.e., 240 min of EEG recording) and the y-axis the
periodicities of the oscillations composing the spectrum time-course.
Colors from white to dark-red identify progressively higher contri-
butions to the time-series of spectral amplitude variations. Blue
ellipses denote relevant long-lasting oscillatory components observed
in MCS but not in VS/UWS
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Figure 6 (first row), shows the group-averaged ampli-
tude spectra: the MCS group is characterized by a well-
defined peak corresponding to the oscillatory component at
70 min holding for all three derivations, whereas no
meaningful peak could be identified in the VS/UWS group.
Repeated measures ANOVA with periodicity as a
within-subject factor (26 levels, corresponding to the
number of periodicities/frequencies bins estimated in the
wavelet analysis, see Supplementary Material) identified a
periodicity-effect in the MCS group coherently for all three
EEG derivations (p\ 0.005) but not in the VS/UWS group
(p = 0.971, p = 0.072 and p = 0.924). A significant peak
with a 70 min periodicity was identified in the MCS group
(p\ 0.005) whereas no significant peak could be found for
VS/UWS group (see Fig. 6; Table E of Supplementary
Material).
Identification of potential factors driving spectral
entropy fluctuations
The observed spectral entropy fluctuations could be
affected by consistent vigilance shifts (i.e. by the occur-
rence of periods of drowsiness or sleep), thereby strongly
biasing the observed results. The possible influence of
vigilance shifts on spectral entropy fluctuations was eval-
uated exploiting two complementary approaches:
1. Evaluation of the periodicities of Fz bands power and
EOG-EMG power time-courses.
2. Within-subject correlations between spectral entropy
time-course and power time-courses related to EEG bands
of interest and to EOG-EMG power.
In this framework, total powers and not relative powers
were used as the analyses were performed at a within-
subject level with the advantage that the correlation
between spectral entropy and total power within a specific
band (contrary to its relative power) would not be affected
by the power content of other bands.
As apparent from Fig. 6 and Table E of Supplementary
Material, the only feature sharing the same periodicity of
spectral entropy, at least for the MCS group, was beta2
(when interpreting the figure, keep in mind that red circles
indicate significant peaks or maxima, whereas black circles
non-significant ones). A main periodicity of 60 min was
found for theta (MCS group) although it was proven non-
significant (p\ 0.07, uncorrected) when compared to other
periodicities (Table E, Supplementary Material). In
agreement with these findings, we observed that, at the
single subject level, features sharing the same periodicity
of the spectral entropy were heterogeneous and no coherent
pattern could be found among patients (Table F, Supple-
mentary Material).
Fig. 4 Panel a For each subject, the mean contribution of oscilla-
tions with periodicities ranging from 20 to 120 min to the Fz spectral
entropy time-variations are depicted (MSA). Note the presence of a
well-defined peak in the distribution for all subjects within the MCS
group (the peak is less prominent for MCS6). In each sub-plot, the
mean contribution is enclosed within the limits of the 95 %
confidence interval time-courses. Note that for visualization purposes
MCS1 has a different scale with respect to the other subjects. Panel
b The group-level mean amplitude spectra (related to Fz spectral
entropy) of both MCS (red lines) and VS/UWS patients (black lines)
are depicted. The course of each spectrum as a function of the
oscillation period is described by three lines: two thin lines
representing the 95 % confidence interval on the mean and the thick
line between them representing the mean series. Note that for MCS
group (n = 6) a significant peak occurs at 70 min (red dot) while no
significant peak could be identified for the VS/UWS group (n = 6)
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No significant correlation could be found between
spectral entropy and either EOG or EMG power (with the
exception of VS/UWS1 which showed a significant anti-
correlation with EOG power). When dealing with EEG
bands powers a heterogeneous set of significant correla-
tions and anti-correlations were found (Fig. D of Supple-
mentary Material) and also in this case no specific pattern
of correlation could be found, even when considering the
MCS group only as:
– Significant anti-correlations with delta power were
found for MCS3, MCS4, MCS5 and VS/UWS5 patients
(p\ 0.01 for all of them).
– Significant correlations with theta power were found
for MCS1, MCS5 and VS/UWS3 (p\ 0.05 for the
former and p\ 0.01 for the latter). We also observed
significant anti-correlations when considering MCS3,
MCS4, MCS6 and VS/UWS5.
– Correlations with alpha power were significant
(p\ 0.01) for MCS1 and VS/UWS3.
– Both beta1 and beta2 yielded significant correlations
coherently for MCS1, MCS6 and VS/UWS6.
Correlations between spectral entropy features
and CRS-R total scores
Significant correlations between spectral entropy variability
indices (i.e. standard deviation and coefficient of variation)
and CRS-R total scores (Fig. E of Supplementary Material)
were found when considering the whole cohort of patients
regardless of their diagnosis (p\ 0.006 for both) and a
tendency towards significance was apparent for the mean
spectral entropy (p\ 0.06). The same correlation analyses
where conducted also at the single group level: when dealing
with VS/UWS patients, no significant correlation was found,
whereas a significant positive correlationwas found between
CRS-R total scores and spectral entropy periodicities
(p\ 0.02). Results regarding correlations analyses can be
found in Table I of Supplementary Material.
Fig. 5 The Fz spectral entropy
time course is depicted for each
subject (black traces, SE stands
for spectral entropy). For
easiness of interpretation and
only for the MCS subjects, the
time-course of the main
oscillation identified in the
wavelet analysis is
superimposed to the spectral
entropy time-course (red
traces). In order to be
represented on the same scale of
the spectral entropy, the time-
course of each oscillation
derived from the inverse
wavelet transform was
normalized to its range and
multiplied to the range of the
detrended original signal. As a
last step, the mean value of the




Comparison between sub-acute and chronic
VS/UWS patients
The VS/UWS group included three sub-acute patients
(time since insult 15–16 days), thereby introducing a pos-
sible confounding factor in the group analysis. The
coherence between the two VS/UWS sub-groups was
assessed confronting the single subject’s descriptive
statistics of relative powers, spectral entropy mean, stan-
dard deviation and coefficient of variation and spectral
entropy periodicities.
When considering Fz relative powers, we found com-
parable delta values between the two sub-groups; one of
the chronic patients (189 days since insult), had a sub-
stantially higher delta power when compared to all other
patients, which resulted in really low power values when
considering the other four bands (it is worth underlining
that when considering Cz and Pz relative powers this
potential outlier disappears, see Table F of Supplementary
Material). The inspection of relative power in the other
bands did not highlight any systematic difference between
the two sub-groups (see Fig. F and Table G of Supple-
mentary Material).
Regarding Fz spectral entropy features (Fig. G of Sup-
plementary Material), maximum and minimum mean val-
ues where found in the sub-acute group (VS/UWS2 and
VS/UWS3 patients). The sub-acute sub-group had spectral
entropy mean values in the 0.57–0.61 range, whereas the
chronic sub-group in the 0.59–0.60 range. When consid-
ering Cz and Pz derivation ranges for the sub-acute were
Fig. 6 The group-level mean amplitude spectra of both MCS (red
lines) and VS/UWS patients (black lines) are depicted. The course of
each spectrum as a function of the oscillation period is described by
three lines: two thin lines representing the 95 % confidence interval
on the mean and the thick line between them representing the mean
series. Significant peaks and maxima are denoted by red circles
whereas non-significant ones by black circles. First row refers to Fz,
Cz and Pz spectral entropies, second row to EOG and EMG powers,
third and fourth rows to power within the five bands of interest
estimated on the Fz signal
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0.54–0.61 and 0.53–0.57, whereas those related to chronic
patients 0.58–0.60 and 0.56–0.61 (Table H of Supple-
mentary Material). All VS/UWS patients independently
form the time since insult had spectral entropy mean values
well-below those of the MCS group. Also when consider-
ing either standard deviations or coefficients of variation no
difference was apparent between the two sub-groups (the
results holds for all the three derivations). As a last point,
we examined if any difference in spectral entropy period-
icity could be found in the two sub-groups. As apparent
from Fig. H, Supplementary Material, the two sub-groups
are characterized by the same inconsistencies in periodicity
and similar between-subject variability.
Spectral entropy time course and periodicity in 24 h
recordings
As a proof-of-concept of the feasibility of spectral entropy
fluctuation analysis on 24 h recordings, we herein report
the results pertaining to two exemplary subjects (MCS3
and VS/UWS5). MCS3 showed, when combining the
visual scoring (based on EEG, EOG and EMG traces) with
the examination of delta power and spectral entropy time-
courses (Fig. I, Supplementary Material), a cycled sleep
period starting at about 22:30 and ending at around 6:00.
During this period delta activity reached its maxima and
showed a tight anti-correlation with spectral entropy and at
least two sleep cycles could be detected. From 6:00 to
about 9:30 the patient showed a fragmented EEG with
short-lasting periods resembling NREM sleep alternated by
arousals and/or patterns resembling REM sleep. When
considering the whole 24 h period, a main oscillation
lasting about 7 h could be detected (Fig. I, Supplementary
Material, third and fourth rows). The 65 min periodicity
found in the first 4 h of recordings, was found again after
the sleep period (i.e. when analyzing the time-course from
9:30 to 17:30). Regarding the VS/UWS subject, while his/
her spectral entropy showed a pretty limited variability,
large delta variation occurred along with discontinuous
signs of sleep from about 22:30 to 4:30) and again between
7:00 and 9:30. The 24 h mean amplitude spectrum high-
lighted the presence of a periodicity of 9 h. When con-
sidering the period lasting from 9:30 to 17:30 no main
periodicity could be found (Fig. J of Supplementary
Material).
Discussion
We here analyzed 4 h EEG recordings in 12 patients with
disorders of consciousness. For the sake of robustness we
will discuss only those results which were proven signifi-
cant for all the three considered EEG derivations (Fz, Cz
and Pz). As expected, based on findings from previous
studies, the MCS group (n = 6) showed higher relative
power in theta and alpha bands whereas the VS/UWS
group showed a higher relative power within the delta
band. These results corroborate the findings from Sitt et al.
[22], who observed a monotonically decreasing power in
the EEG delta range when moving from VS/UWS to full
consciousness. These authors also reported that relative
theta and alpha powers discriminated MCS from VS/UWS.
Similarly, Lehembre et al. [23], demonstrated that VS/
UWS patients showed higher delta and lower alpha activity
as compared to MCS. In addition to their findings, we here
observed also a higher relative power within theta band in
MCS patients. Several other studies reported that theta
activity is prominent in MCS, both in case of widespread
cortical damage [24] and of focal brain lesions [25]. Next,
we observed higher EEG spectral entropy values in MCS
as compared to VS/UWS, confirming findings described in
a previous study from Gosseries et al. [16].
While the above-discussed results represent a confir-
mation of findings already described in literature, the
originality of the present study stems from the characteri-
zation of the temporal dynamics of EEG spectral entropy
changes in disorder of consciousness patients. Our data
show that spectral entropy time variability is higher in
MCS as compared to VS/UWS. It could be argued that the
higher spectral entropy time variability could simply be a
consequence of higher mean spectral entropy in MCS. In
order to rule out this interpretation, we took into account
not only the standard deviation across time but also the
coefficient of variation which was still significantly higher
in MCS as compared to VS/UWS. This finding was con-
firmed by results of correlation analyses between total
CRS-R scores and spectral entropy variability features (12
patients), showing that CRS-R scores were positively cor-
related to spectral entropy variability (r = 0.857,
p\ 0.006 for the standard deviation and r = 0.848,
p\ 0.006 for the coefficient of variation).
In our view, these results could reflect the variability of
behavioral responses characteristic of MCS, [2, 4]. Indeed,
their level of consciousness is known to undergo large
fluctuations ranging from time lapses of total unrespon-
siveness to moments in which a certain cognitively medi-
ated behavior can be detected. We suggest that the EEG
spectral entropy variability in MCS could mirror the fluc-
tuation of awareness described in this cohort of patients.
As a further step, we verified whether the spectral
entropy time-variability of the patients had a specific
ultradian periodicity or its fluctuations occurred in a ran-
dom fashion. Spectral entropy time-courses were therefore
submitted to a time–frequency wavelet analysis. Patients in
VS/UWS showed inconsistent periodicities (25–120 min)
whereas all MCS patients included in the studied
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convenience sample showed well-defined spectral entropy
cyclicities (ranging from 53 to 80 min) with a mean peri-
odicity peak at 70 min. These findings are in agreement
with Cruse et al. [26], who previously showed that VS/
UWS patients had greater impairment of circadian motor
rhythmicity when compared to MCS when analyzing
multiple day recordings of wrist-actigraphy.
Spectral entropy periodicity could be strongly affected
by vigilance fluctuations, be they in the wakefulness
spectrum (mental rest/increased mental activity [27]), or
even including shifts towards drowsiness or NREM sleep.
The latter events in particular, if proven true, could
strongly bias the interpretation of the novel findings herein
described, especially when considering the MCS group.
Periods of lower vigilance are usually characterized by
reduced muscular and ocular activity, accompanied by a
slowing of EEG patterns, which at least when considering
healthy subjects, results in an enhancement of theta activity
during drowsiness and in the appearance of delta waves
during NREM sleep. It is worth underlining that states of
extremely low vigilance are not always characterized by
the presence of high amplitude theta/and or delta activity,
even when considering healthy subject: as an example
REM sleep is a condition of low vigilance and relatively
high awareness [28], characterized by low voltage theta
and beta activities. Conversely, MCS and VS/UWS
patients can still reach vigilance levels comparable to those
of conscious wakefulness [28], while being characterized at
the EEG level respectively by theta (at least for a sub-group
of MCS [24, 25]) and delta activity patterns.
The presence of vigilance shifts during the 4 h of
recording, and their putative influence on spectral entropy
fluctuations was verified for each group by comparing their
spectral entropy periodicity to those of EOG, EMG and
EEG bands power time-series. None of the considered
features showed a significant main periodicity comparable
to that of the spectral entropy, with the notable exception of
beta2 band in the MCS group. When considering delta
band, we found analogous periodicity distributions when
comparing MCS to VS/UWS: both distributions had a
maximum at 120 min and a local peak of lower amplitude
at 60 min (see Fig. 6). As a further check, the correlation
between spectral entropy time-course and EOG, EMG and
EEG-band powers time-courses was estimated for each
subject. No significant correlation was found for any of the
subjects either for EOG or EMG activity (only one VS/
UWS patient showed a significant anti-correlation with the
ocular activity), while in case of conspicuous vigilance
fluctuation we would have expected significant anti-corre-
lations between EOG and EMG activities on the one side
and spectral entropy (i.e. higher vigilance states are char-
acterized by higher ocular and muscular activities).
A heterogeneous set of significant correlations (either
positive or negative), were found when considering the
time-courses of power in the EEG bands of interest, but no
coherent pattern of correlations could be found even at the
single group level. On the basis of these findings, three
main conclusions can be drawn:
– During the considered 4 h subjects did not exhibit any
relevant drop of vigilance.
– No evidence of a significant influence of vigilance
shifts on spectral entropy fluctuations could be found.
– Spectral entropy fluctuations are possibly driven by the
interplay of different frequency bands’ activities; the
involved bands are patient-specific, depending (by
inference) on the level of preservation of his/her
cortical and sub-cortical structures and on brain resid-
ual connectivity.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has
investigated the presence of ultradian rhythms in disorders
of consciousness during wakefulness. Tsuji and Kobayashi
[27] found that diurnal EEG rhythms of healthy subjects
are composed by two different, yet superimposable, ultra-
dian components: (1) a short periodicity ranging from 70 to
110 min, and (2) a long periodicity ranging from 3 to 8 h.
The faster rhythm was hypothesized to be related to fluc-
tuations in vigilance/global attention (i.e., an oscillation
between a state of mental rest and one of increased mental
activity). This rhythmicity could possibly reflect the basic
rest-activity cycle initially proposed by Kleitman [29, 30].
Similar results were described also by Okawa et al. [31],
who detected the presence of vigilance fluctuations during
daytime with periods ranging between 60 and 110 min and
by Manseau and Broughton [32] who documented the
presence (in normal volunteers) of ultradian variations of
the EEG power spectra in the 4-20 Hz band with cyclicities
between 72 and 120 min: these cyclicities are similar to the
those we observed in severely brain-damaged minimally
conscious patients who (on average) showed a 70 min
periodicity. The authors suggested that this ultradian
rhythmicity could be linked to brainstem and diencephalic
ascending activating reticular formation, known to modu-
late vigilance/global attention [33, 34]. The cycles’ lengths
identified in our MCS group (53–80 min) are slightly lower
than the 70–120 min periodicity previously shown in
healthy subjects. This might be caused by a dysfunction of
brainstem and/or central thalamic structures, known to be
structurally damaged in MCS [35]. In this framework we
found that higher total CRS-R scores (mirroring higher
levels of awareness/vigilance, at least in our cohort of
patients, see Fig. E, Supplementary Material) are paralleled
in the MCS group by longer SE periodicities (r = 0.937,
p\ 0.02), closer to those typical of healthy subjects.
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Of note, two VS/UWS patients showed local periodicities
(Cz and/or Pz electrodes) compatible with those found in the
MCS group. This finding is potentially interesting as it could
be related to a partial anatomo-functional preservation of the
structures underlying the electrodes and conversely the
absence of such periodicities on Fz could reflect severe
damages of the underlying cortical structures. However such
findings might be biased by volume conduction effects and
should thus be further tested using dense-array EEG systems
and possibly electrical source imaging techniques. Apart
from the two above-mentioned exceptions, we here failed to
identify a reliable ultradian rhythmicity in EEG spectral
entropy in the VS/UWS patients group. This could be either
due to the relatively low length of the EEG recordings that
did not allow for the identification of putative slower ultra-
dian rhythmicity (i.e., with periodicity higher than 120 min)
or to the absence of any periodical pattern in these patients.
Another possible factor influencing the absence of consistent
periodical patterns in the VS/UWS group could have been
the inclusion of three sub-acute patients (time since insult
15–16 days). We ruled out this potential bias, at least for our
cohort of VS/UWS patients, confronting their normalized
powers, spectral entropy features, and periodicities (see
Fig. F–H and Tables G, H, Supplementary Material). The
comparison of the EEG features did not reveal any system-
atic or relevant difference between the sub-acute and chronic
sub-group. It is still fair to underline that the absence of
relevant EEG differences between sub-acute and chronic
patients which holds in our selected sample, it is hardly
generalizable given the small sample size, but could rather be
a hypothesis to be tested on larger cohorts of VS/UWS.More
in general the results of this preliminary study based on a
relatively small cohort of patients should be confirmed by
further studies on larger samples of patients.
Longer recording times will thus be needed to verify the
presence or absence of slower ultradian rhythms in disorders
of consciousness patients, taking into account the possible
influence of etiology and duration since the onset of the
disorder as including in the same study chronic and sub-acute
patients could introduce an unwanted confounding factor.
Ideally, long-duration EEG spectral analyses should also be
confronted with repeated behavioral measures of vigilance
and awareness but also with structural and functional neu-
roimaging data (i.e., MRI and PET), permitting to charac-
terize the functional neuro-anatomy of ultradian rhythmicity
alterations after coma and their clinical impact on the
patient’s diagnosis and prognosis.
As a proof-of-concept of the feasibility of spectral
entropy fluctuation analysis on 24 h recordings, we report
the results pertaining two exemplary patients (MCS3 and
VS/UWS5). For MCS3 an ultradian periodicity of 7 h was
found (possibly related to sleep cycles, as at least two
cycles were detected in the period starting at 22:30 and
ending at about 6:00). Moreover, when considering the
period lasting from 9:30 to 17:30, the presence of the same
65 min periodicity found in the first 4 h of recording was
verified: this periodicity could thus be considered as a
stable constitutive feature of the patient’s brain activity
during wakefulness.
Regarding the VS/UWS subject, discontinuous signs of
sleep were detected from about 22:30 to 4:30 and again
between 7:00 and 9:30. The 24 h mean amplitude spectrum
highlighted the presence of a 9 h periodicity whereas no
main periodicity was found in the eyes-open period (9:30-
17:30). It is worth underlining that this latter subject,
beyond the difficulties inherent to the EEG analysis com-
mon to all VS/UWS patients (especially when dealing with
sleep detection), was even more challenging given the
progressive worsening of the EEG signal quality, which
severely undermines the reliability of the presented results.
We have here identified the existence of an EEG ultra-
dian rhythm with a cyclicity of about 70 min seemingly
characteristic of the spectral entropy time-course of
patients in MCS. We interpret this cyclicity as a possible
electrophysiological index reflecting the vigilance/aware-
ness fluctuations encountered after severe brain damage. If
our hypothesis would be confirmed, spectral entropy
monitoring could be considered to all clinical and scientific
intents and purposes as a marker of consciousness level
fluctuations. Automated real-time EEG entropy measures
could allow clinicians and scientists to choose specific
appropriate time-windows for performing bedside behav-
ioral assessments of consciousness and complementary
electrophysiological (ERP) or functional neuroimaging
tests thus overriding the inconsistencies in cognitively
mediated behaviors and possibly lowering the rate of
misdiagnosis. Related to electrophysiological and func-
tional neuroimaging, both ‘‘resting state’’, passive and
active activation paradigms in EEG, MEG or imaging
studies could benefit from continuous EEG spectral entropy
monitoring. Lastly, the identification of periods of higher/
lower awareness could be of help in optimizing the timing
of delivery when using therapeutic techniques such as
physical therapy and electrical brain stimulation (e.g.,
transcranial direct current stimulation [36]).
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